
ETHOD FOR ASCERTAINING SMOKE 
. - . 

EAKAGE THROUGH SMALL OPENINGS 
SING TRACER GAS 

r.-
Smoke leakage through openings concealed behind 

celllngs and/or walls can create confusion and therefore a 
hsZBTd that can threaten occupants In case of a building 
fire. This kind of small opening, which Is the result of 
defective constJuction work and/or aging, cannot be found 
easily after the completion of a building. This paper 
presents a method for estimating the effective areas of 
these openings, as well as the smoke leakage rates, by 
ifT'/easuring air Infiltration rates of buildings with SF 6 tracer 
gas. 

1 Two test series, consisting of a total of 11 full-scale 
experiments, were conducted to determine the degree of 
accuracy of this prediction method. Smoke leakage rates 
·estimated from tracer gas concentrations and ventilation 
rates agree well with experimental data measured by an 
orifice f/owmeter. The maximum error Is about 200A.. 
However, rapid concentration change and its non-

1 homogeneity in the fire room immediately after purging 
' tracer gas Increase the degree of error. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Japan, a little less than half the deaths in fires are 
reported to be the result of smoke inhalation (FDA 1988). 
However, many victims seem to be trapped by thinner 
smoke In the early stage of a fire and spend much time 
struggling to escape before dying. As pointed out by Jin 
and Yamada (1988), evacuees lost vlslbillty and mobility In 
relatively thin smoke (an extinction coefficient of Cs ~ 1 .0 
m"1) before carbon monoxide (CO) concentration reached 
a dangerous level. 

buildings. For this reason, we need some other experimental 
method to get the boundary conditions for predicting smoke 
propagation in more practical situations. 

One study concerned with this problem was conducted 
by Fung and Zile (1975). They tried to predict the possibility 
of smoke propagation In an existing building using SF 6 
tracer gas. However, the results are limited to the character 
of the building they studied and are not expandable to a 
general method of prediction. This paper presents a method 
for estimating such smoke leakage rates and the openings, 
which applies a method for measuring the rate of air 
Infiltration in a building using SF~ tracer gas and provides a 
basis for the practical inspection of existing and future 
buildings. 

ESTIMATION METHOD OF SMOKE LEAKAGE 
AND AREA OF OPENING 

Estimation of infiltration through openings has been 
investigated ln the field of building physics (Kamata et al. 
1983; Yoshino et al. 1983; Sherman et al. 1979). The 
principal Interest of those studies was the ventilation rate 
between the Inside and outside of the building from the 
viewpoint of energy saving. However, almost the same 
method is applicable to smoke leakage between rooms 
inside a bulfdlng. 

When effective areas of openings between rooms are 
known, the smoke leakage rate can be obtained by the 
following simple equation. For simplification, locations of 
openings, especially their heights, are not considered. 
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Many smoke problems In Japan are the result of smoke 
Infiltration through unexpected openings, such as unused air 
ducts, unplugged piping shaft, etc., as well as staircases. 
Small openings, which are consequences of defective 
construction work and/or aging, cannot be found easily after 
completion of a building. Unanticipated smoke leakage 
through these openings creates confusion among evacuees. 
In addition, these openings constitute an even greater 
danger when they permit the ·spread of fire into other parts 
of a building. 

- where 

Many efforts to predict smoke movement In fires have 
been made in the past and continue now. However, no 
mathematical model can predict smoke spread without 
knowing the size and locations of such openings. Mathe· 
matical modelS-zone models, for example-are powerful 
prediction tools for designers and engineers involved In the 
planning of new buildings, but they do not always adequate
ly address the problem of smoke propagation In existing 
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volumetric leak rate (m3/s) 
nondlmensfonal value that varies from 1.6 to 
2.0 depending upon the opening character and 
passing flow rate; 2.0 is commonly used when 
the pressure difference is relatively large (i: 45 
Pa { = 0.18 Jn. Aq.)) and/or the opening area 
Is large 
opening coefficient 
area of opening (m2) 
pressure difference across the opening 
between rooms (Pa) 
density of fluid (kg/m3> 

The difference between normal ventilation and smoke 
leakage is the magnitude of the pressure difference. Com
pared with normal ventilation, the pressure difference In the 
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case of fire is larger, so even a small opening cannot be 
neglected. 

To obtain the aA value, the values of both Q and p 
are required. Once aA is known, the smoke leakage rate 
through the opening under certain fire conditions can be 
predicted with mathematical models. To get the smaller aA, 
we had to produce more pressure difference or take much 
time to measure Q under a lower pressure difference. 
However, the latter is not practical, since the surrounding 
conditions vary, especially wind, and lengthy exclusive 
possession for testing is inconvenient for the tenants of the 
building. 

To simplify the situation, we consider the case shown 
in Figure 1. Smoke leaks through openings from the lower 
fire room to the room directly above and gradually con
taminates the air In the upper room. (Here we express these 
rooms as FIRE-room and UPPER-room.) The smoke leakage 
can be estimated easily with the mass conservation equation 
(Equation 2) given the concentration of smoke and ventila
tion rate, provided the following quasi-steady-state conditions 
are satisfied: (1) smoke concentration distribution In the 
upper room Is uniform, (2) change of density due to 
temperature rise is negligible, (3) smoke leaks only from 
assumed FIRE-room to the UPPER-room and does not tum 
back and/or come from other routes, I.e., corridor, stairwell, 
etc., and, as a preferable condition for assessing the 
experimental prediction method, (4) leak and ventilation rate 
are quasi-steady. 

t 
{Co(t)-Co(t.)}Vo + ~tfo(t) Go(t)dt 

p Ct (t) dt 
Jt. 

Nomenclature --------------. 

C-- smoke concentration 
G0-venti1ation outflow 
g 1--smoke 1 eakage_ 
92-.fresh air inflow (=G -g,) 
Vo-room volume 

i!!.f.tiX 
o ·····UPPER room 
f .. ·-FIRE room 

-·--t -t. time 
average 

. ·' 
' 

Figure 1 Schema of smoke leakage model: Buoyant 
fire smoke leaks out from a FIRE-room to an 
UPPER-room through small openings, and air 
In the UPPER-room Is gradually contaminated 
by smoke with fresh air ventilation 
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The conditions mentioned above are not the same as 
those that. occur in a real fire, even in the early stage. 
However, it Is not necessary to duplicate the fire condition 
to determine aA tor the opening. 

The mass conservation equation in the UPPER-room is: 

t . 
l Co{t) - Co(t0 ) l V0 + t Co(t) Go(t) dt (2) 

~ Co(t) dt 
• 

where 
91 (t) = me:rn leak rate during time t0 to t 

(m /min) 
c (t) = smoke or tracer gas concentration at 

time t (volume%) · 
= G (t) ventilation rate at time t (m3/min) 

v = room volume (m3> (note: weight unit 
is also available for g1, C, and G 
Instead of volumetric unit) 

0 = observation UPPER-room (2 FL) 
f = FIRE-room (1 FL) _ : ·-~: 

0 = basic time point. 
., 

In practical estimation methods for leakage, certain 
tracer gases (SF 6 in this study) can be used instead of 
smoke, and the aA can be obtained from Equations 1 and 
2 when the pressure difference between rooms is measured. 
In this paper, the first priority is to assess the degree of 
accuracy of the smoke leakage rate estimated with Equation 
2. However, aA is also estimated in one series of experi
ments. . .. ,·.:,.:, 1 

There are two methods for producing the required 
pressure difference between rooms. One utilizes the buoyant 
effect (i.e., warm the FIRE-room to an adequate temperature 
leveQ and the other uses mechanical venting (i.e., pressurlie 
the FIRE-room and/or exhaust from the UPPER-room. The 
latter is a useful and powerful method when a VHA system 

.. 

and other ventilation fan are available. 

EXPERIMENTS 

lnstallatlon 

Two series of experiments were conducted to 
the degree of accuracy of the estimation method tor the 
rate from a small opening and its effective area· Y 

Each experiment had one FIRE-room and one 'ti 
observation room directly above, as shown In Figure$ z-, 
3. An orifice flowmeter (l.D. 50-40 mm; (1.97-1.57 In:•]) 
installed at a slab between two rooms and served a 
"unknown" small opening. The leakage through this o' 
was measured directly with the orifice flowmetef · .. 
estimated by tracer gas concentration and ventilation 'iifi 
indicated by Equation 2. Thus comparisons";! 
estimations and experiments are possible. ~ • 01 ' 

The difference between the two series of expeit 
was the method used to produce the pressure.C:i ~ 
Natural ventilation force due to the buoyancy ' .
adopted In the six runs ln the first series of experlm 
mechanical exhausting with a ventilation fan was?. 
produce the pressure difference In the five fiiilS 
second series of experiments. · •t• 11 

at1 
Producing Pressure Difference 

.::· ,)f 

Serles I In this experimental series, the· et 
heater was used to warm the FIRE-room.· 'Two< 
conditions of the fan were examined: In RunsY1I 



(b) A-A Section 

SYMBOLS : F .. electric f•n 
'4@ - SF& purge point 

® .. Sf. Hll'pling: point 

Keosu.:ing points ---------. 
filT·• 15 CA.(K) thersocoupl .. ln vertical dlueclon. 

:-• three independent tracer gu aampUng poinu 
! of thrH 1Lne5.•·--··· · ····® 
.... one CO~ a&.11pllng point,- · ·· X 

f!}u• J.S CA(K) tluu·•ocouplu, in vertlc.al dlreccion, 

[!}·- one tracer gaa aampllng point,••• · ·@ 

Installation of full-scale test (series I): A room 
on the first floor and another room directly 
above are supposed to be the FIRE-room and 
the UPPER-room, respectively. Tracer gas is 
used instead of fire smoke to estimate leakage 
from the FIRE-room to the UPPER-room, while 
the leakage is measured by an orifice flow
meter installed at a slab. A pressure difference 
is produced by stack effect. 

the temperature was higher and wind volume greater (12 
kW, 7.3 m3/min (258 cfm]). The other condition was lower 
temperature and less wind volume (8 kW, 10.2 m3/min. [360 
cfm]}. About 10 minutes prior to releasing the SF6 tracer 
gas, warm wind was blown Into the FIRE-room. The FIRE
room temperature rose from 8°C to 20°c (14.4°F to 36°F) 
above ambient temperature, and a steady-state temperature 
was achieved and maintained In each run. Under these 
conditions, the estimated maximum pressure difference due 
to buoyant effects was about 2.8 Pa (0.011 in. Aq.). Some 
difference in temperature rise between runs was caused by 
changes in the opening condition of the FIRE-room. 

Serles II Two levels of pressure difference were 
produced by mechanical exhausting with the ventilation fan 
in the UPPER-room with all windows and a door of the 
room closed; values of about 3 Pa (0.012 in. Aq.) and 2.3 
Pa (0.92 x 1 o-2 in. Aq.) pressure differences were obtained. 
In this series of experiments, the ventilation rate was directly 
measured with an orifice flowmeter connected to the tan. 

Description of Measurements 

Tracer Gas To estimate the leak rate, the gas con
centration in each room and the ventilation rate of the 
UPPER-room are required. SF6, which is ordinarily used for 
measuring building ventilation or Investigating atmospheric 
dispersion, was selected as the tracer gas for these experi
ments. 

Charging Gas 99.9 vol.% pure SF6 gas was charged 
into the FIRE-room at a constant rate of 400 cm3/min (0.014 

(a) Plan 

SYMBOLS : 

F - electric fan 
~ • presauE"e difference 
0 Huuring polnt 
~ - SF1 purgfl polnt 

@ - SF1 1uipllng point 

(b) A-A Section 

Heauuri.ng points ---------, 

0;•l5 CA(K) thermocouphs in vertlcal dinceion. 
i--.tvo tracer gas 11urpUng point• of one line---@ 
L•t:vo CO;,i ir.ampllng points of on• line.-----.'---X 

~•two tracer gae sampling poinu of one line--@ 

(!}-15 CA(K) thermocoupl .. ln vertical direction . 

[[}•• one tr"e«r g•• ••mpllng point . ---·@ 

Figure 3 Installation of full-scale test (series //): 
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Mechanical ventilation is used to produce the 
pressure difference between rooms. Ventilation 
rate is measured by an orifice flowmeter and 
the C02 decay method. 

cfm) In series I and about 80 cm3/min (2.8 x rn-3 cfm) in 
series II to reach some 10 ppm after 20 minutes. In these 
experiments, time = O occurs at the initiation of charging. 

Sampling and Analysis In each series of experiments, 
air was sampled with automated gas-sampling equipment, 
as shown In Figure 4, on the time schedules indicated in 
Figures 5 and 6. In both series, the sampling rate was one 
sample/4 minutes. Differences between the series were the 
time Interval during which the sample was accumulated 
(sampling time), sample volume, and sampling location. In 
series I, the sampling time was two minutes and samples 
were taken at three different levels at the center of the 
UPPER-room using three independent sampling lines. In 
series II, the sampling time was one minute and samples 
were drawn through two independent lines: one line con
nected to eight sampling ports and the other to two sam
pling ports, as shown in Figure 4. 

The · air in the FIRE-room was sampled from a line 
having four sampling ports located 50 cm (1.6 fl) below the 
cei~ng. These test specimens were accumulated In a 

3
5000 

cm (0.176 tt3> sampling bag at a ra~e of 1000 cm /min 
(0.035 cfm) In series I and 4000 cm /min (0.14 cfm) In 
series II. The specimens were quantitatively analyzed by a 
gas chromatograph with a flame photometric detector within 
24 hours after each experiment. Details of the gas 
chromatograph and its operating conditions are shown in 
Table 1. WHh this method, the error In analysis was found 
empirically to be within 5%. 

Ventilation Rate The ventilation rate was measured with 
the CO decay method. Prior to each run, C02 gas was 
releaseS to attain some thousands ppm level In tfie UPPER
room. The depletion of the C02 concentration was then 
measured during the experiment. Since the ventilation rate 
seems to be quasi-steady, an average ventilation rate 



flowmeter 

cracer gas in 

.. ~=>of 

H / 
/ 

sampling line 

(lOm 3x5_.) 

/ , 
,' 

I 
/ x5 bags 

,.__ ... ------·--·-----, 

,r--------~ ... - --------
( 

{Time controller I 

( a) Auto gas sampling equipment 

A- line ; The Upper-rooaa waa devided into eight parts of the san.a volume, 
and &amp ling points vere sec. at the center of the parts. 

B· 11ne : The Upper-rooaa was devided into two parts (upper and lower), 
and 11ani.pling points \lere set ,a,c the center of the parts. 
Sampling was made vi th these two lines at che same time. 

(b) Sampling points and lines in the UPPER-room 

Figure 4 Schema of tracer gas sampling equipment 

(number of exchanges) was obtained from a tangent of the 
regression line of -ln{Cco2(ti)/Cco2(to)} against time lapse 
t1 - t0, where t1 ls the l'th time Increment. In these experi
ments, data obtained every one minute with the Infrared 
analyzer are used to get a mean average between t1 and t0. 
in series II, the ventilation rate was measured directly by an 
orifice flowmeter, as mentioned previously, as well as by the 
decay method. 

Leak Rate and Pressure Dlfferen~e The leak rate 
through an orifice (a:A = 11.3 cm2 (1.75 in ]) was measured 
with a pressure transducer. In series II, the pressure dif
ference between the rooms-1.e., between the ceiling level 
of the FIRE-room and floor level of the UPPER-floor-was 
measured at the center of the room, as shown in Figure 3, 
with a high-resolution pressure transducer. These data were 
recorded with a pen recorder in series I and II and digital 
recorder of one-second Interval in series II. 

TABLE 1 
Condition of Chromatographic Analysis 

ColWlln . porapack Q, SUS.col. , I.D. 3,.t >C 2 m 

Temperatur• Col.230 •c, Inj .240 •c, Det.230 •c 

Detector FPO (Fla.me Photometric Dec8ctor) 

Ha flo"' rat• 0.4 ca' /min, applied Voltage ·aoo v 
01 flow rate 0 . 2 ca' /•ln 
N1 flow "Cate O, 2 c•' /rain 

Cu·rhr g•• N1 flow rat• 70 ca1 /min ' 

Working Curve concentration « IA(peak hdght) 
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Other Equipment Gas temperatures in each room and 
ambient temperature were measured with a CA(K-type)
thermocouple. The room temperature profiles were measured 
at 15 points in a vertical line every 15 seconds. With the 
above-mentioned equipment, the experimental runs were 
conducted on the time schedules shown in Figures 5, 6. 

RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

Experimental Conditions and Results 

Six runs in series I and five in series II were conducted 
under quasi-steady-state conditions. The experimental 
conditions (ventilation rate in the UPPER-room, SF6 con
centration level in the FIRE-room, and temperature) and the 
results (consisting of the leakage rate from the orifice, SF6 
concentration in the UPPER-room, and the pressure dif
ference) are indicated in Tables 2 and 3. 

In spite of efforts to establish the same experimental 
conditions in some runs, the experimental conditions and 
leakage rates are slightly different. For example, the condi
tion Of the outer wind appears to affect the ventilation rate 
and leak rate. 

In series I, a principal parameter Of the experimentiil , 
condition was the temperature rise in the FIRE-room. Fo( 
example, runs 1 through 3 show more heat and mass floW 
to the FIRE-room than the other three runs, as explained 
above. The SF6 concentrations in the FIRE room were' 
intentionally changed slightly to determine the effect 
estimation accuracy. 

Time after ba,ining of tracer gas charge (ain) 
• 10 D 5 10 II 20 

' " ''l' ' '' l' ' '' l ' '' 'l'"'I" 'I' 
a K• • •U.rc:11 111 n c. of tracer a.•• J j l , 

SF• charge (lFL) • SF1 cone. 99 : 9 Yoh •char&• rate 400 ;ca;>/min 

SF1 aa111pling (2FL) • 11urpllng duracion ... 2 •ln .•interval ... 4 11ln l' •,,, 
• uApling race - 1000 cm3 /m >•sampling bag 5000 cm' I 

r~ i .._. ~ '4!9' ~ £.Jr;p.1 • 
Exp . 2-6 ~ ~ ~ ,.._.. 

g Ka•.surem.ent of ventilation 
C01 purging l 

I measured by decay methods (2FL) 

•concentration is 
eo-.i thou •and• p p• t mea sured vlth 4n lnfra- ·ndray C02 e na ly.c•C',,." 

m Other equipmanct1 f 
•hot vind 1.s blo\111 lnt:o the FIRE- room during t he exparimanc . ~ 

Run No . 1 - 3 : Inflow nte 10 . 2 m3 /•ln • Heat flux 12 . 0 kV 
Run No .4 -6: Inflow rate 7 . J • 1/•in •Haac flwt 1 . 0 KY ; 

Noice: 1(111 /•in)-35 , 3 (cfmJ , l(paJ ... 1/ 248 . 8( in .Aq . J 

Figure 5 

Time a fter hgl nn ln& o! cracer gas charge (min) 
·S 0 S 10 U 20 

II Hsaauremant of tracer gu t ! : : .. 
SF8 pul'ge(lFL) I • Sf , cone , 99, 9 vol\ •pul'ga ~ate about 30 cm' /•In 

I 4 ••• 
11ampl1ng (2FL) ,. •amp Ung duration - 1 min •lnurval • 3 11in ·~ ~ 

• •amp Ung rate - 4000 ca1 / 11in •aumplf.ng bag - SOOO ~ 
' Exp.l [ • :--- -, • j .., '" l ., 

I Exp . 2, 3 ] • ; • ~ • ~ · '-! :;,.,; 

I Exp. 4,5 : ._; • ! - : - " J-
~·. 

QI Heasure111ent of vancila tlon 
G'0 2 purge I - 1 measunment by decay •ethod. (2FL) 

•concentra· ---~~~-.,.;;~.,;;,--,,.;;,---"!'"'~ 
cian l• &Olto ( 1 .. a•u red with an i nfra-redr.y C01 analy&•C' 
thou•and1 ppm 

I • Vant.ilad.on Can are op•cactna throuaout. che ~:.. 
• and the vencllatlon volume ls .. asured vith 11A O 

I ·~~ 
ti Other aquip'"nta ,.. 1 fl. 

• PreHure d lffernce between 2TI. floor level and lFL c elllial 
is measured at the center of each roo• . , .. • 

Noto : l l •'/aln] • lS . l(tfml, llP•l·l/248.8 (ln.Aq) 
,r • .,, 

Figure 6 
.,.,, .. 

Time schedule of experiment (56 
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TABLE 2 
Conditions, Leak Rate, and SF 6 Concentration 

(Serles I) 

I ::· : .. ~~~~~~~~~-- .. ~::~ - :v::~~ :i.;:~. ; .. ~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!I 
~ , (,"' lb· t•a.p.riulAmbie:Titl (turn 1 lxlo-' I 2n. I lFL ) dilution I 
.. : I 2n. I lFL I U•p. lfhaurj I m3 /m. l I (UPPERJI (FIRE) I [I) I 
... .... .......... ···+· .... . ·•··· ·· . ·+· . ... . ·•· .... ............... . ·+· . • . • ·• · ... ..... . ·I 
••• 1 . I +5.9 I 18 . 9 I 19 . 8' CI l.9 I 100. 1 I 0 . 9H I 38 . 3 I 2 . 4 I 

2 . I 0.9 I u .2 I 17 . 8 I 2 . 7 I 79 . 0 I 0 . 477 I 20 . 1 I 2 . 3 I 
• , • • , 0 . 1 I 14.4 I 26 . 6 I 2 . 1 I 82.3 I 0 . 485 I 17 . 0 I 2 . 9 I 

I '4 I 2 . 4 I 11.1 I 20.4 I l.9 I 80 .l 0.597 I 27 . 5 I 2 . 2 I 
, I 2 . 3 I 9 . 2 I 21.5 I 3 . 1 I 87 . 9 I 0.181 I 47 . 7 I 1 . 6 I ,j ·6 [ 0 . 6 I 7 . 9 I 25.3 I 2 . 4 I 61 . 9· 1· 0 . 471 I 24 , 5 I 1 . 9 I 

.. c.• : 1 . Ro• t.•a:p•tacur• rll .. in th• lFl. and 2FL • r• t.verag• c..ttpacacur. 
, rl••• of 15 vu·tlcd MUUrlng po i n.U f r CNI .t:111b l•nt. t•la'p•rUW:o . 
2 . v.nt:tl•Cion rau ts •xpr•u•d by th• nwalHr of ro o:m •lf •)IC.changu 

1 .... tn ) co 20 •1nutes . 
J . SF, concentration b the average of three vertlcal •a.mph point• at 

1; .• • .. 20 tG 22 alnutH (exp . 5, l8 t:o 20). "Dilution• ii the diluted 
' . conc•ntratlon of 2FL . against lFL concentration. 

. 4 . l(ia' /•in] • 35 . 3(ofm), l(pa)•l/248.8(in . Aq], Ff'FJ•l . 8 · C["CJ+32 

In series II, runs 1 through 3 were conducted under 
almost the same conditions; however, run 4 was conducted 
with two orifice openings and run 5 was done under smaller 
pressure difference. Other conditions were the same. 

The dilution listed In Tables 2 and 3 Is the ratio of the 
SF6 concentration In the UPPER-room to that In the FIRE
room. These results Indicate how easily the air in the 
UPPER-room is contaminated through relatively small 
openings, even under lesser pressure difference conditions 
than occur In a real fire. 

Comparisons between Estimation and Experiment 
I , 

Estimation of Leak Rate The leak rate ls estimated 
. with a numerical approximation of Equation 2, that is, 
~. . 

(2') 

( co1 • co1 Vo + c1 - L ~~~ (Co1 + Coi +l )/2 t;.T 

A1 1 -1· l·l • 1~10 (Cti +Cti+l)/2 t;.T 

where 

91 io .. ; = mean estimation of leak ra!e during 

a 10-.1 
T10 and Ti time duration (m /min) 

= mean ventilation ra~e during Ti0 and 
T1 time duration (m /min) 

Ci = mean SF 6 concentration of the ith 
sampling duration (volume %) 

Ti = mid-time of the Ith sampling dur~tion 
6. T = T1+] - Tl (min) 
io = bas c time point 
0 = observation UPPER-room (2 FL) 
f = FIRE-room (1 FL) 
0 = basic time point. 

Thus, the mean leak rate through a small opening 
(orifice in these experiments) is obtained by the above 
simple procedure. In this analysis, a base point Ti0 and 
accumulated time duration (i0 ../) are varied to determine 
their effects on the accuracy of this prediction method. 

Comparlaone between E.atlmatlon and Experiment 
Tables 4 and 5 show the ratio of estimation against the 
experiment. 

Basic Time and Sampling Interval As shown in Table 
4, the error Is larger when the starting time of the SF 6 
charge Is chosen as the basic time (Tio) and an averaging 
time duration (TIQ ../) Is shorter. These results show that the 
rapid concentration change immediately after starting the 
SF 6 charge Is not desirable for this prediction method. 
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TABLE 3 
Conditions, Leak Rate, and SF 6 Concentration 

(Serles II) . 
I Exp .. I Vent.rate IT/lf) I Le•k (Preuur•I SF1 Cone . (ppm) I 
I Run I··· ···· ····• ·····] rate !differ . I·· ······•········ ·····( 
I lby arlflcojby co, I (a' / • . I l6P (p•J I 2FL . I lFL. ]dilotian l 

: . ~: : .! ... ~~~~~ -~~~~~: .. ! .. ~~~~~!. ~~~~~ .! . ~~~~~ . ~~~-! . ~ ~ ~ .... 1 
I I I 4 .58 I 4.6 I 0 . 173 1 2. 99 I l.07 J 35.5 I 3.0 I 
I I t . ol) I I (.04) I ( . 08)1 J I I 
I 2 I 4.57 I 4. 7 I 0 . 181 I 2.84 J l.22 J 38.2 I 3.2 I 
I I (.05) I I (. 05) I (.11)1 J I I 
I 3 I 4.45 I 4,6 I 0 . 175 I 3.21 I o.59 J 26.2 I 2.2 I 
I I Llll I I (. 11) I ( . 29)'1 · 1· I I 
I · - · ··•· · ·· . ... . · ·· •~ · · .... . ·•-· · -····+· ·· · · ... ·+·· ·· · · +-• -· · · ·+·· .... .. . · I 
I • I 4.43 I 4.6 I 0 , 340 I 2. 19 I l.87 I 39 . 0 I 4.8 I 
I I ( . 07) I . I (.07) I ( . l7l l I I I 
I 5 J 3.22 I 3.6 I O. L) 8 I 2 . 32 I 0 . 82 J 28.2 I 2. 9 1 
I I (.16) I I ( .16) I (.47)1 I I I 

Notea: 1 , \tent lladon c.au h u .pru .. d by th11 nwab• r of "O(lai alr 
H ichangu in 2~ a inut.u afur •t•rt o[ SF, i.l\Jecdon .. 

2. VentUacton cat•, l••k ra t • . and pr4111 1auro •te •••n va.ha•• 
• dur ing '29 a lnutH . the va.h H i n par·•nc.ha•h ls e • C..ndard 

davlar;lon/•• •n . . 
l . sr .. concent't'atlon 1.t the average of 8 aample point• at th11 23 

t o 21.. on•· • Jnuu p•r l od ( H .-p . 1, 24 to 25 ; 11xp. 2, 20 to 21) . • 
•onuc.ton• 1~ the dllut•d c oncentrat ion of 2n.. againet th• 
ln. concen.tra t 1Q'n. 

~ . Dcp. l tQ l •t• alDOst;; t h e aame n .perimant condition exc11pt SF, 

5. !(~fi.~~~: 35 . 3[cfa}. l(p• l -1/248.8 [1n . Aq] . 

TABLE 4 
Comparison of Experimental and Estimated 
Leak Rates under Different Basic Time (Tt0) 

and Duration (T/0 .. 1) 
(Serles O 

1'1nl c: n. c1,o - ••tlhtJ.ootexp•tl•1nc l 

I Exp.JBaaic Tine (Ti0 ) .. beginning of SF9 inj .! Tl1 - 9 aln I 
I Run I· ····· ····· ···· ············ ··· ·· ····· ···+······ ··•• ·· ··········· I 
I No . Jto S • l n 9 , 13 . 17 , 21. ]to 13 min 17 . 2.1. 1 
I· ····•·· ············ ············ ·· ···· ······ ·· .. ····· ·· ······ ··· ······· I 
I l 1· l.51 l . ZI l. 10 1 . 17 l.17 I o.as l . Oa l. 07 I 
( 1 I 1 . 89 l.32 l.22 l.2S l. 31 I l.05 1 . 16 1.27 I 
I l I l.51 l . 30 l.25 1. 23 l.22 l.16 l.16 l. 19 

4 1 1 . 65 i.21 l.16 i.22 l.18 I o . 92 l.04 i.02 I 
5 J o . 76 0 . 61 0.65 o . 77 o . 84 I o . 69 o . 87 0 . 91 I 
6 ( 1. 16 l.02 1.07 1.09 1.23 J 1.17 1 . 15 l.30 ( 

Not•s : 1. The valu•s ln the tabla are aetimatlon/experl•11nt of leak rate 
calcul&t•d through each duration from batilc time T10 to a certain 
time _ 

2.Esti•ated valuea are cali:uhtad vith Equatlun 3 . Steady sea.Ce of 
ventlla tlon cate h .usuaed as •hovn in Tabla 1 . 

l. 'Ihe SF• concancratlon of tvo minutu' •&mpling time h auum.ed to 
be th11 concentratin of m1d·time in each sampling period, and 
linear approxia a t. ion becve11n data ia •••'°"'ad. 

li.The t11111 shovn ha mid-time of each tvo-minute sampling -period 
(in Run No . 5, deduct tvo minutes from each time including 
bade c.i•e - 9 in righ t side ) . 

TABLE 5 
Comparison of Experimental and Estimated 
Leak Rates under Different Basic Time (T/0) 

and Duration (T/0 .. 1) 
(Serles II) 

l unt c : cado - uci• •tlon /ekpe rl•an t- J 

' £)fp . p!1111 &l c. t 1M (t1. )- 9.5 • ..ln dee r sr. 1nj - 1 Tl. - lG . ' a ln. I 
I Ruo I•·· ·· ······· ····· ·· ·····•·· ···· ··· ···· ··+-··· ···· ·· ··· ·····•· ··· I 
I Ila . It• u .s 16 . 5 20. ) 24 . S 28 . 5 I•• 20 . 5 24. 5 2a . s I 
I·····+········· ···· ······ ·· ······ ·· ·········· ·•···· ·············· ····· I 
( l I 0. 90 · 0 . 90 0 . 90 0 . 96 L. 09 I o.ea l.OL l.13 I 
I 2 I 0.9S 0 . 91 0 . '7 1 .0 0 LOS I 0 .9' l.00 l. 0 3 I 
I ) I 0. 91 0. 91 0 . 92 0. 94 0 . 98 I 0 .91 0 . 95 1.00 I 
1 4 1 o. ez o .84 o .8s o. a9 o . 96 1 o . e7 o .9 2 i.01 
J s I 0 . 10 0. 91 0 , 95 0 .97 h 01 I 0 . 99 0 . 9 9 1. IS I 

Note s : l , Values in the table are esti.11-ation/exparlment of leak rate 
calculat:ed through each duration from b•sic tin Ti0 to a certain 
time. 

2 . &ie:haa ted valuu at• c alcu l a ced wlt.h Equ.at lon l . S tudy ecau or 
"'"' 1ht1on raui t• eHwsed •• •havn l n Tabla 1. 

) , ,,,_, s·r 1 conc.ntr• t 1on o! one .. at.nut·• •&npU.ng tl•• t• a.H Uiied t:o 
be th• conuncudon o f •id • U .ae 11' eac-h • • 11pllng peri od . and 
llne•r app r o1d•at lon b•twun ••a.h da ta 1& . .. _.Wl~d . 

4. 'The t:lo c: 1h own 1.a a ald·c l .. o! uo!\ one~cllnut• tupUng. pedod 
( 1n Run tlo . \ . deduc t tvo atnutu f:tott u ch tl•• polnt • net. add o:ne 
• l n'i' U tot lbJna N0,4 •nd S) 

When the basic time Is set at seven or nine minutes 
and the averaging time duration Is longer than eight minutes, 
the prediction agrees with the experimental results fairly well 
(see Tables 4 and 5). The averaging procedure required for 
this method and shorter time Interval for sampling can be 



' .. r· -· 
ri :~ ~ .. ,:.•. . ' 

used when the basic time ls set to be later than the beginn
ing of SF 6 purging. 

In these experiments, the errors were found to be within 
20%. For example, an average value of error is about 8% 
when Ti0 = 9 minutes and Ti = 17 minutes are chosen in 
series I. More accurate estimations are obtained in series II 
(within a few percent) when a later basic time is adopted. 

Ventllatlon Term Compared with the series II ex
perimental results, a tendency of lesser accuracy at the 
longer durations is found in series I. This difference appears 
to be caused by the ventilation term in Equation 2'. In series 
II, the mechanically ventilated rate was stable and the 
measurement error was less than that for the natural vent in 
series I. In this estimation method, the effect of the ventila
tion term becomes larger when the SF 6 concentration level 
is higher as time goes by. So although the averaging effect 
improves the estimation, the error in the ventilation measure
ments seems to offset this improvement. 

Estimation of Effective Opening Area (aA) _The 
effective area of the opening can be estimated from Equa
tion 1. Table 6 shows the estimated effective area for each 
run in series II. The estimation error is about 20% and is 
sufficiently accurate for estimating these areas for practical 
use. The measured pressure difference is underestimated in 
the experiments, and more improvement is needed for the 
measurement of pressure difference between rooms of 
different floors. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

A simple experimental method for estimating the smoke 
leakage through small openings and the effective areas of 
the openings is presented. Two series of experiments were 
conducted to determine the degree of accuracy of the 
method by measuring tracer gas density, ventilation rate, 
and pressure difference. Comparisons of estimated and 
experimental leak rates show agreement within 20%. When 
the exhaust system is used to produce the pressure 
difference between rooms, the accuracy is within a few 
percent. These results indicate that this estimation method 
is a practical estimation method. 

However, this experimental study was limited to only 
one type of opening between rooms of relatively small 
volume. Uniformity inside the room and a quasi-steady state 
are very important for this method. Further experimental 
studies are desirable for verifying its appropriateness to 
rooms of larger volume. The size of opening that can be 
distinguished with this method is determined by room 
volume, charged tracer gas concentration, and pressure 
difference produced and mostly depends on the resolution 
of the tracer gas analyzer. Future work will formulate 
relationships between distinguishable opening sizes and 
other parameters for practical building configurations. 

TABLE 6 
Comparison of Estimated Effective Area 

with Orifice Opening 
(Serles II) 

I Exp . I Leak rate J Prusure I !atiaaced I Deacrlption of 
I Run I utimation f dlffarenc• I affactiva j 
I No . I (m1 /min ] 1 [pal I a tea [ cm,. J I orifice opening. I 
l-----+• •••••••O• OO ·•••oooo•O•··+· ---- -T·······+···············----1 
I l I 0.174 I 1.97 I 12. 0 (1.14) I effeccive area of I 
I 2 I 0.173 2.8J I ll. ? (1 .17) I 40 - 50 -.I orifice j 
I 3 I 0.16 7 I ) . 22 I 11. 9 (l.05) I 1o 11 . lcm• 
I • I o . n2 2.82 I 23 .6 (1.04) I (...0.89 , I 
I 5 I 0 . 167 J 2.74 I 12. 9 (1.1•> I A-12 . 6 ••'> I 

Nocaa: 1. The value inaida tha paranth••h indlcatea the ratio against 
the effective area of orifice. In run No . 4, tvo odf1ces of 
the same area vere us•d , 

2. The value• vere obtain•d from meaaured data of TlD-16 . S to 
TL-24.5. 

). l[m'/m1nl - l5.3[cfm] , l[p•]-1/248.B[ln.Aq], l[c•'J-0.155[1n1 ] 
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DISCUSSION 

Herb Becker, Engineer, New York, NY: Did you attem~t to 
correlate your leakage measurements with those you might 
get if it were real smoke instead of tracer gas? 

I 
l 


